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Section
1   Introduction

n Section 1 
Introduction

1.1 Introduction to Lloyd’s Register’s Rules and Regulations and ShipRight Procedures for Machinery Planned
Maintenance and Condition Monitoring

1.1.1 This document supersedes The Examination of Surveyable Machinery Items by Chief Engineers Version 1.02, 01 March
2015 and PMS Interactive User Manual Version 1.4, November 2016.

1.1.2 It describes the machinery survey arrangements in Lloyd’s Register’s Rules and Regulations for the Classification of
Ships and ShipRight Procedures for Machinery Planned Maintenance and Condition Monitoring.

1.1.3 It also details how, subject to certain conditions, applicable machinery items may be credited for survey based on
examinations by the ship’s Chief Engineer.

1.1.4 Machinery examinations, by the ship’s Chief Engineer, for survey credit should be in accordance with the requirements
of Lloyd’s Register’s Rules and Regulations for the Classification of Ships and should include the scope of service overhauls
specified by the Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM).

1.1.5 The Chief Engineer should report to Lloyd’s Register without delay, any defect or damage identified during an
examination which could invalidate the conditions for classification of the ship. In such cases, a Surveyor should be requested to
attend the ship to carry out a survey in accordance with normal practice. All repairs that may be required, in order for the ship to
maintain class, are to be carried out to the satisfaction of the Surveyor.

1.1.6 It will be the responsibility of the Chief Engineer, in consultation with the Master in their joint capacity as representatives
of the Operator, to ensure that machinery items are only opened up for examination under favourable conditions so that no hazard,
including fire, to the ship or cargo would result from breakdown of a working unit.

1.1.7 Chief Engineers are reminded that overhaul of machinery items whilst at sea must not compromise the redundancy /
standby functions which are requirements of Statutory Regulations and Classification Rules.

1.1.8 The arrangements described in this document do not apply to the ship’s Superintendents.

NOTES:

• Any machinery item which is subject to a Condition of Class is excluded from these arrangements and is to be dealt with by
the Surveyor.

• See Ch 3, 1.1 Applicable machinery items for a list of typical machinery items that can be examined by Chief Engineers.

• See Ch 3, 2.1 Inapplicable machinery items for a list of typical machinery items that remain to be dealt with by Lloyd’s
Register Surveyors.

• For further information on machinery survey arrangements, contact your local LR Office.

1.1.9 Engine Special Survey – ES

Complete Surveys of machinery by a Lloyd’s Register Surveyor, where all machinery items are opened for survey, are due at five-
year intervals.

1.1.10 Continuous Survey Machinery – CSM

Complete Surveys of machinery by Lloyd’s Register Surveyors may be carried out on a Continuous Survey basis, where
machinery items are opened for survey in rotation, to ensure that the interval between consecutive examinations of each item will
not exceed five years. Subject to certain conditions, applicable machinery items may be examined by the Chief Engineer, while at
sea or at ports where LR is not represented, followed by a limited confirmatory survey at the next port of call where a Surveyor is
available.

1.1.11 LR’s ShipRight Procedures for Machinery Planned Maintenance and Condition Monitoring and Annexes to Machinery
Planned Maintenance and Condition Monitoring provide procedures and guidance for the approval and management of Machinery
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Planned Maintenance and Condition Monitoring Schemes, where the scope of traditional surveys is reduced or replaced by Annual
Audits of the Chief Engineer’s records by Lloyd’s Register Surveyors.

NOTES:

• Copies of the above can be downloaded from https://www.lr.org/en/shipright-procedures/.

• Further information and details of the approval process can be obtained from your local LR Office.

1.1.12 Approved Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme – ShipRight MPMS descriptive note

When an approved Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme is in use, Chief Engineers may carry out the examination of
applicable machinery items, without the need for a Lloyd’s Register Surveyor to be present. An Annual Audit is required, at which
time a Surveyor will undertake confirmatory surveys on those items to be credited which have been examined by the Chief
Engineer during the preceding year.

1.1.13 Machinery Condition Monitoring – ShipRight MPMS(CM) descriptive note

Where approved Machinery Condition Monitoring is in use, those monitored machinery items need only be opened out for
examination and survey when readings of condition and performance parameters indicate deterioration beyond defined limits.
Condition records are examined at the Annual Audit to verify that they are within specified limits and confirmatory readings may be
taken to compare with the ship’s records. The Operator decides the machinery items to be included in the scheme; the remaining
items not subject to condition monitoring are dealt with under MPMS / CSM. The ship must be operating an approved Machinery
Planned Maintenance Scheme.

1.1.14 Predictive Techniques – ShipRight MPMS(CM, PT) descriptive note

Condition Monitoring and Computerised Maintenance Management Software can use complex algorithms and machine learning
to predict acceptability for continued service and the requirement for maintenance. Such systems may also base their predictions
on knowledge gained from external sources, such as global equipment populations and defect databases. These systems may be
independent of the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) recommended maintenance and condition monitoring suggested
limits. Approval of this type of software is based on OEM recommendations, industry standards and Class Society experience. The
ship must be operating an approved Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme and approved Machinery Condition Monitoring.

1.1.15 Risk Techniques – ShipRight MPMS(RBM / RCM) descriptive note

Operators may wish to base their machinery maintenance procedures on the results of approved Risk based studies, such as Risk
Based Maintenance (RBM) or Reliability Centred Maintenance (RCM). Lloyd’s Register will accept this approach for survey
purposes providing certain requirements for operation of the scheme are met. The ship must be operating an approved Machinery
Planned Maintenance Scheme.

1.1.16 Screwshaft Condition Monitoring – ShipRight SCM descriptive note

For screwshafts, the use of condition monitoring can provide an alternative method of survey of the tailshaft and stern tube
bearing. With the SCM procedure, the tailshaft need not be withdrawn from the stern tube bearing at the required survey intervals
if condition monitoring data is found to remain within permissible limits. It should be noted that fixed pitch propellers are still
required to be removed and controllable pitch propellers opened up for examination in accordance with the prescribed survey
regulations. It is not necessary for the ship to be operating an approved Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme.

1.1.17 Turbine Condition Monitoring – ShipRight TCM descriptive note

For steam turbines for direct main propulsion, there is a procedure based on the use of condition monitoring and performance
measurements. With the TCM procedure, the turbine top casings need not be lifted for examination of the rotors and diaphragms
if vibration measurements and a performance trial indicate satisfactory condition. It is not necessary for the ship to be operating an
approved Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme.

1.1.18 Thruster Condition Monitoring – ShipRight ThCM descriptive note

For thrusters and podded propulsors, there is a specific procedure based on the use of condition monitoring. With the ThCM
procedure, items can be credited at alternate five-yearly surveys, based on acceptable condition monitoring results without the
need for opening out.

1.1.19 Assignment of descriptive notes

Compliance with the procedures will lead to descriptive notes being assigned for inclusion in Lloyd’s Register’s Register of Ships.

For example:
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ShipRight (MPMS(CM, PT), ThCM) indicates that the ship is using an approved Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme, with
Condition Monitoring, Predictive Techniques, and Thruster Condition Monitoring.

1.1.20 Where applicable, an appropriate ‘Actionable Item’ will be entered on the ship’s survey status.

1.1.21 Figure 1.1.1 The 4 pillars of machinery survey and maintenance below gives a graphical representation of how ‘the 4
pillars of machinery survey and maintenance’ fit together.

Figure 1.1.1 The 4 pillars of machinery survey and maintenance
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Section
1   Engine Special Survey

2   Continuous Survey Machinery

3   Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme

4   Machinery Condition Monitoring

5   Predictive Techniques

6   Risk Techniques

7   Screwshaft Condition Monitoring

8   Turbine Condition Monitoring

9   Thruster Condition Monitoring

n Section 1 
Engine Special Survey

1.1 ES

1.1.1 For ships operating on the Engine Special Survey cycle, the Chief Engineer or Operator should arrange for Lloyd’s
Register's Surveyors to carry out the Complete Survey of machinery, where all machinery items are to be opened for survey, at
five-year intervals.

1.1.2 Chief Engineers may not carry out the examination of machinery items, in accordance with the requirements of Lloyd’s
Register’s Rules and Regulations for the Classification of Ships.

1.1.3 Chief Engineers may not credit machinery items in LR Class Direct.

1.1.4 Machinery items should be opened out for inspection, as requested by the attending Surveyor.

1.1.5 The Chief Engineer’s maintenance and monitoring records should be made available.

1.1.6 The Surveyor will ‘X’ Credit all items, subject to examination and testing, at the Complete Survey of machinery.

NOTES:

• The procedures for examination of surveyable machinery items by Chief Engineers do not apply to ships on Engine Special
Survey.

• The Complete Survey of machinery should be harmonised with the Classification Special Survey and Bottom Survey,
whenever practicable.

n Section 2 
Continuous Survey Machinery

2.1 CSM

2.1.1 Approval for the Complete Survey of the machinery to be carried out on a Continuous Survey basis may be obtained on
request.

2.1.2 Machinery items are to be opened for survey in rotation, as far as practicable, to ensure that the interval between
consecutive examinations of each item will not exceed five years. In general, approximately one-fifth of the machinery is to be
examined each year.

2.1.3 Chief Engineers may not credit machinery items in LR Class Direct.
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2.1.4 The Chief Engineer or Operator should arrange for Lloyd’s Register's Surveyors to carry out the machinery surveys at
ports where LR is represented.

(a) Machinery items should be opened out for inspection, as requested by the attending Surveyor.

(b) The Chief Engineer’s maintenance and monitoring records should be made available.

(c) The Surveyor will ‘X’ Credit items, subject to examination and testing.

2.1.5 On occasions where it is not practicable for LR to attend, i.e. the ship is at sea or in a port where LR is not represented:

(a) Chief Engineers may carry out the examination of applicable machinery items, in accordance with the requirements of Lloyd’s
Register’s Rules and Regulations for the Classification of Ships.

(b) The Chief Engineer or Operator should arrange for the attendance of a Surveyor to credit such items at the next port of call
where a Surveyor is available.

(c) The Chief Engineer should prepare two signed copies of the Chief Engineer’s Statement of Examination of Surveyable
Machinery Items. One copy is to be retained on the ship and the other is to be given to the Surveyor.

(d) The Chief Engineer’s maintenance and monitoring records should be made available.

(e) Parts that have been replaced by spares are to be retained and shown to the Surveyor.

(f) The Chief Engineer’s Statement and records will, subject to confirmatory surveys, be sufficient for the Surveyor to ‘C’
Confirmatory Credit the applicable machinery items for survey.

(g) If the Surveyor is not satisfied with the Chief Engineer’s Statement, records or operating condition, they may request that
items be opened out for inspection.

NOTES:

• See Ch 3, 1.1 Applicable machinery items for a list of typical machinery items that can be examined by Chief Engineers.

• See Ch 3, 2.1 Inapplicable machinery items for a list of typical machinery items that remain to be dealt with by Lloyd’s
Register Surveyors.

• See Ch 3, 3.1 Chief Engineer’s Statement of Examination of Surveyable Machinery Items – 2098.

• Copies can be downloaded from https://www.lr.org/en/rules-regulations/.

• The Surveyor’s confirmatory surveys will include:

(a) Review of maintenance and monitoring records;

(b) General examination of the machinery, under working conditions where practical;

(c) Testing of alarms, controls and safeguards.

2.1.6 Conducting classification surveys by the Continuous Survey Machinery (CSM) regime is also a prerequisite for ships
operating under the ShipRight Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme.

n Section 3 
Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme

3.1 ShipRight MPMS descriptive note

3.1.1 Approval of a Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme is based on remote audit of the scheme details and an
implementation audit, in accordance with LR’s ShipRight Procedures for Machinery Planned Maintenance and Condition
Monitoring.

3.1.2 The ShipRight MPMS descriptive note will be assigned and a Certificate of Operation of an approved Machinery
Planned Maintenance Scheme will be issued to the ship.

3.1.3 The Chief Engineer should ensure that:

(a) The approved scheme is effectively implemented;

(b) Maintenance and monitoring records are maintained;

(c) Records are made available to the attending Surveyor at Annual Audits.

3.1.4 Chief Engineers may carry out the examination of applicable machinery items, in accordance with the requirements of
Lloyd’s Register’s Rules and Regulations for the Classification of Ships, without the need for a Surveyor to be present.
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3.1.5 The opening out of machinery is restricted to the service overhauls generally specified by the OEM or, where agreed by
the OEM, to overhauls based on documented Operator’s experience.

3.1.6 All applicable machinery items must be credited once in each five year period. Chief Engineers should manage the
distribution of credits throughout the cycle.

3.1.7 Chief Engineers may ‘I’ Interim Credit applicable machinery items, using the ‘MPMS Crediting’ function in LR Class
Direct, on the basis that maintenance is up to date and the applicable machinery item is in good working order.

3.1.8 The Surveyor will confirm the correct operation of the scheme and satisfactory functioning of machinery at Annual Audit,
harmonised with the classification Annual Survey.

3.1.9 The Chief Engineer’s maintenance and monitoring records will, subject to confirmatory surveys at the Annual Audit, be
sufficient for the Surveyor to ‘C’ Confirmatory Credit applicable machinery items for survey.

3.1.10 The Surveyor will ‘X’ Credit any items opened out for examination at the Annual Audit.

3.1.11 If the Surveyor is not satisfied with the operating condition or any aspect of the scheme’s operation, they may request
that items be opened out for inspection.

3.1.12 If deficiencies in the operation of the scheme are identified, either from the maintenance and monitoring records or from
the general condition of the machinery, the attending Surveyor may advise that a further Audit will be required and impose a
suitable Condition of Class. In the event of serious deficiencies, a report will be forwarded to the Classification Committee
recommending that approval of the scheme be withdrawn.

NOTES:

• See Ch 3, 1.1 Applicable machinery items for a list of typical machinery items that can be examined by Chief Engineers.

• See Ch 3, 2.1 Inapplicable machinery items for a list of typical machinery items that remain to be dealt with by Lloyd’s
Register Surveyors.

• See Ch 3, 4.1 Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme and Machinery Condition Monitoring Scheme Annual Audit Checklist
– Form 2100 MPMS for the scope of Annual Audit.

• See Ch 3, 5.1 Guidance on approved Machinery Planned Maintenance Schemes and use of the ‘MPMS Crediting’ function
in LR Class Direct.

3.1.13 An approved Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme is a prerequisite for ships operating under the ShipRight
MPMS (CM, PT, RBM and RCM) descriptive notes.

n Section 4 
Machinery Condition Monitoring

4.1 ShipRight MPMS(CM) descriptive note

4.1.1 Approval of a Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme using Machinery Condition Monitoring is based on remote audit
of the scheme details and an implementation audit, in accordance with LR’s ShipRight Procedures for Machinery Planned
Maintenance and Condition Monitoring.

4.1.2 The ShipRight MPMS(CM) descriptive note will be assigned, and a Certificate of Operation of an approved Machinery
Planned Maintenance Scheme and CM Annex will be issued to the ship.

4.1.3 The Chief Engineer should ensure that:

(a) The approved scheme is effectively implemented;

(b) Maintenance and monitoring records are maintained;

(c) Records are made available to the attending Surveyor at Annual Audits.

4.1.4 Chief Engineers may carry out condition monitoring and examination of the selected machinery items, in accordance
with the requirements of Lloyd’s Register’s Rules and Regulations for the Classification of Ships, without the need for a Surveyor to
be present.

4.1.5 The selected machinery items need only be opened out for maintenance, examination and survey when readings of
condition and performance parameters indicate deterioration beyond defined limits.
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4.1.6 All selected machinery items must be credited once in each five year period. Chief Engineers should manage the
distribution of credits throughout the cycle.

4.1.7 Chief Engineers may ‘I’ Interim Credit the selected machinery items, using the ‘MPMS Crediting’ function in LR Class
Direct, on the basis that condition monitoring data is satisfactory, maintenance is up to date and the applicable machinery item is
in good working order.

4.1.8 The Surveyor will confirm the correct operation of the scheme and satisfactory functioning of machinery at Annual Audit,
harmonised with the classification Annual Survey.

4.1.9 The Chief Engineer’s maintenance and monitoring records will, subject to confirmatory surveys at the Annual Audit, be
sufficient for the Surveyor to ‘C’ Confirmatory Credit the selected machinery items for survey.

4.1.10 The Surveyor will ‘X’ Credit any items opened out for examination at the Annual Audit.

4.1.11 If the Surveyor is not satisfied with the operating condition or any aspect of the scheme’s operation, they may request
that items be opened out for inspection.

4.1.12 If deficiencies in the operation of the scheme are identified, either from the maintenance and monitoring records or from
the general condition of the machinery, the attending Surveyor may advise that a further Audit will be required and impose a
suitable Condition of Class. In the event of serious deficiencies, a report will be forwarded to the Classification Committee
recommending that approval of the scheme be withdrawn.

NOTE:

• See Ch 3, 4.1 Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme and Machinery Condition Monitoring Scheme Annual Audit Checklist
– Form 2100 MPMS for the scope of Annual Audit.

n Section 5 
Predictive Techniques

5.1 ShipRight MPMS(CM, PT) descriptive note

5.1.1 Approval of a Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme using Predictive Techniques (PT) is based on:

(a) Approval of the Digital Health Management System in accordance with LR’s ShipRight Procedure for the Approval of Digital
Health Management Systems;

(b) Remote audit of the scheme details and an implementation audit, in accordance with LR’s ShipRight Procedures for
Machinery Planned Maintenance and Condition Monitoring.

5.1.2 The ShipRight MPMS(CM, PT) descriptive note will be assigned, and a Certificate of Operation of an approved
Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme and CM, PT Annex will be issued to the ship.

5.1.3 The Chief Engineer should ensure that:

(a) The approved scheme is effectively implemented;

(b) Prediction, maintenance and monitoring records are maintained;

(c) Records are made available to the attending Surveyor at Annual Audits.

5.1.4 Chief Engineers may carry out condition monitoring and examination of the selected machinery items, in accordance
with the requirements of Lloyd’s Register’s Rules and Regulations for the Classification of Ships, without the need for a Surveyor to
be present.

5.1.5 The selected machinery items need only be opened out for maintenance, examination and survey as required by the PT
system.

5.1.6 All selected machinery items must be credited once in each five year period. Chief Engineers should manage the
distribution of credits throughout the cycle.

5.1.7 Chief Engineers may ‘I’ Interim Credit the selected machinery items, using the ‘MPMS Crediting’ function in LR Class
Direct, on the basis that PT system data is satisfactory, maintenance is up to date and the applicable machinery item is in good
working order.
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5.1.8 The Surveyor will confirm the correct operation of the scheme and satisfactory functioning of machinery at Annual Audit,
harmonised with the classification Annual Survey.

5.1.9 The Chief Engineer’s prediction, maintenance and monitoring records will, subject to confirmatory surveys at the Annual
Audit, be sufficient for the Surveyor to ‘C’ Confirmatory Credit the selected machinery items for survey.

5.1.10 The Surveyor will ‘X’ Credit any items opened out for examination at the Annual Audit.

5.1.11 If the Surveyor is not satisfied with the operating condition or any aspect of the scheme’s operation, they may request
that items be opened out for inspection.

5.1.12 If deficiencies in the operation of the scheme are identified, either from the maintenance and monitoring records or from
the general condition of the machinery, the attending Surveyor may advise that a further Audit will be required and impose a
suitable Condition of Class. In the event of serious deficiencies, a report will be forwarded to the Classification Committee
recommending that approval of the scheme be withdrawn.

n Section 6 
Risk Techniques

6.1 ShipRight MPMS(RBM) and MPMS(RCM) descriptive notes

6.1.1 Approval of a Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme using Risk Techniques is based on remote audit of the scheme
details and an implementation audit, in accordance with LR’s ShipRight Procedures for Machinery Planned Maintenance and
Condition Monitoring.

6.1.2 The ShipRight MPMS(RBM) or ShipRight MPMS(RCM) descriptive note will be assigned, and a Certificate of
Operation of an approved Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme and RBM or RCM Annex will be issued to the ship.

6.1.3 The Chief Engineer should ensure that:

(a) The approved scheme is effectively implemented;

(b) Maintenance and monitoring records are maintained;

(c) Records are made available to the attending Surveyor at Annual Audits.

6.1.4 Chief Engineers may carry out examination of the selected machinery items, in accordance with the requirements of
Lloyd’s Register’s Rules and Regulations for the Classification of Ships, without the need for a Surveyor to be present.

6.1.5 The selected machinery items need only be opened out for maintenance, examination and survey as required by the
RBM In-Service Inspection Plan or RCM Programme.

6.1.6 All selected machinery items must be credited once in each five year period. Chief Engineers should manage the
distribution of credits throughout the cycle.

6.1.7 Chief Engineers may ‘I’ Interim Credit the selected machinery items, using the ‘MPMS Crediting’ function in LR Class
Direct, on the basis that RBM In-Service Inspection Plan or RCM Programme maintenance is up to date and the applicable
machinery item is in good working order.

6.1.8 The Surveyor will confirm the correct operation of the scheme and satisfactory functioning of machinery at Annual Audit,
harmonised with the classification Annual Survey.

6.1.9 The Chief Engineer’s maintenance and monitoring records will, subject to confirmatory surveys at the Annual Audit, be
sufficient for the Surveyor to ‘C’ Confirmatory Credit the selected machinery items for survey.

6.1.10 The Surveyor will ‘X’ Credit any items opened out for examination at the Annual Audit.

6.1.11 If the Surveyor is not satisfied with the operating condition or any aspect of the scheme’s operation, they may request
that items be opened out for inspection.

6.1.12 If deficiencies in the operation of the scheme are identified, either from the maintenance and monitoring records or from
the general condition of the machinery, the attending Surveyor may advise that a further Audit will be required and impose a
suitable Condition of Class. In the event of serious deficiencies, a report will be forwarded to the Classification Committee
recommending that approval of the scheme be withdrawn.
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n Section 7 
Screwshaft Condition Monitoring

7.1 ShipRight SCM descriptive note

7.1.1 Approval of a Screwshaft Condition Monitoring Scheme is based on plan approval of the screwshaft arrangements, in
accordance with LR’s ShipRight Procedures for Machinery Planned Maintenance and Condition Monitoring. For existing ships, a
full screwshaft survey is normally required, so that the initial condition of the tailshaft and stern tube bearing can be assessed.

7.1.2 The ShipRight SCM descriptive note will be assigned to the ship.

7.1.3 The Chief Engineer should ensure that:

(a) The approved scheme is effectively implemented;

(b) Maintenance and monitoring records are maintained;

(c) Records are made available to the attending Surveyor at Annual Audits.

7.1.4 Chief Engineers may not credit the screwshaft in LR Class Direct.

7.1.5 The Surveyor will confirm the correct operation of the scheme and satisfactory functioning of the screwshaft at Annual
Audit, harmonised with the classification Annual Survey.

7.1.6 The Chief Engineer’s condition records will, subject to confirmatory surveys, be sufficient for the Surveyor to ‘X’ Credit
the screwshaft without the tailshaft being withdrawn from the stern tube bearing at the normal five-yearly survey.

7.1.7 If the Surveyor is not satisfied with the operating condition or any aspect of the scheme’s operation, they may request
that the tailshaft be withdrawn from the stern tube bearing.

7.1.8 If deficiencies in the operation of the scheme are identified, either from the maintenance and monitoring records or from
the general condition of the machinery, the attending Surveyor may advise that a further Audit will be required and impose a
suitable Condition of Class. In the event of serious deficiencies, a report will be forwarded to the Classification Committee
recommending that approval of the scheme be withdrawn.

n Section 8 
Turbine Condition Monitoring

8.1 ShipRight TCM descriptive note

8.1.1 Approval of a Turbine Condition Monitoring Scheme is based on plan approval of the main propulsion steam turbine
arrangements, in accordance with LR’s ShipRight Procedures for Machinery Planned Maintenance and Condition Monitoring. For
existing ships, a review of maintenance and condition monitoring records is normally required, so that the initial condition of the
steam turbine can be assessed.

8.1.2 The ShipRight TCM descriptive note will be assigned to the ship.

8.1.3 The Chief Engineer should ensure that:

(a) The approved scheme is effectively implemented;

(b) Maintenance and monitoring records are maintained;

(c) Records are made available to the attending Surveyor at Annual Audits.

8.1.4 Chief Engineers may not credit the steam turbine in LR Class Direct.

8.1.5 The Surveyor will confirm the correct operation of the scheme and satisfactory functioning of the steam turbine at
Annual Audit, harmonised with the classification Annual Survey.

8.1.6 The Chief Engineer’s condition records will, subject to confirmatory surveys, be sufficient for the Surveyor to ‘X’ Credit
the steam turbine at five-yearly surveys, without the top casings being lifted for examination of the rotors and diaphragms.

8.1.7 If the Surveyor is not satisfied with the operating condition or any aspect of the scheme’s operation, they may request
that items be opened out for inspection.
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8.1.8 If deficiencies in the operation of the scheme are identified, either from the maintenance and monitoring records or from
the general condition of the machinery, the attending Surveyor may advise that a further Audit will be required and impose a
suitable Condition of Class. In the event of serious deficiencies, a report will be forwarded to the Classification Committee
recommending that approval of the scheme be withdrawn.

n Section 9 
Thruster Condition Monitoring

9.1 ShipRight ThCM descriptive note

9.1.1 Approval of a Thruster Condition Monitoring Scheme is based on remote audit of the scheme details, in accordance
with LR’s ShipRight Procedures for Machinery Planned Maintenance and Condition Monitoring. For existing ships, a full thruster
survey is normally required, so that the initial condition of the seals, bearings, gears and internal components can be assessed. Full
condition monitoring data since the last complete survey of the thruster may be submitted for consideration in lieu of visual
inspection.

9.1.2 The ShipRight ThCM descriptive note will be assigned to the ship.

9.1.3 The Chief Engineer should ensure that:

(a) The approved scheme is effectively implemented;

(b) Maintenance and monitoring records are maintained;

(c) Records are made available to the attending Surveyor at Annual Audits.

9.1.4 Chief Engineers may not credit the thruster in LR Class Direct.

9.1.5 The Surveyor will confirm the correct operation of the scheme and satisfactory functioning of the thruster at Annual
Audit, harmonised with the classification Annual Survey.

9.1.6 The Chief Engineer’s condition records will, subject to confirmatory surveys, be sufficient for the Surveyor to ‘X’ Credit
the thruster without removal/opening out at alternate five-yearly surveys.

9.1.7 If the Surveyor is not satisfied with the operating condition or any aspect of the scheme’s operation, they may request
that items be opened out for inspection.

9.1.8 If deficiencies in the operation of the scheme are identified, either from the maintenance and monitoring records or from
the general condition of the machinery, the attending Surveyor may advise that a further Audit will be required and impose a
suitable Condition of Class. In the event of serious deficiencies, a report will be forwarded to the Classification Committee
recommending that approval of the scheme be withdrawn.

NOTES:

• The survey of the external structure of the unit, propeller blades and sealing arrangements is unaffected by this scheme.

• An ‘Asset Note’ in LR Class Direct will identify the last thruster ‘opened up survey’ date.

• The Chief Engineer should prepare to open out the thruster for examination at the next five-yearly survey, as requested by the
attending Surveyor.
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n Section 1 
Appendix 1

1.1 Applicable machinery items

1.1.1 Typical items of machinery which may be examined by the Chief Engineer.

(a) Main propulsion diesel engines:

• Cylinder covers.

• Valves and valve gears.

• Cylinder liners.

• Pistons and piston rods.

• Connecting rods, crossheads, top end bearings, guides, gudgeon pins and bushes.

• Crankshafts and bearings.

• Fuel injection pumps and fuel booster pumps.

• Scavenge pumps, blowers and air coolers.

• Turbocharger.

• Detuners, dampers and balancer units.

• Camshaft and camshaft drive.

• Main engine thrust bearing.

• Governor.

(b) Auxiliary diesel engines:

• Complete unit including coolers and pumps.

(c) Auxiliary steam turbines:

• Complete unit including coolers and pumps.

(d) Shafting:

• Intermediate shafts.

(e) Auxiliary machinery:

• Main engine driven pumps, e.g. bilge, lubricating oil and cooling water.

• Independently driven pumps (and associated motors and cables where insulation resistance readings are supplied), e.g.
bilge, ballast, fresh water cooling, seawater cooling, lubricating oil and oil fuel transfer.

• Main engine fresh water and lubricating oil coolers.

• Low pressure heaters used in high viscosity fuel systems of internal combustion engines.

• Main and auxiliary condensers/drain coolers.

• Air compressors and their safety devices.

• Forced or induced draught fans.

(f) Pressure plant:

• Adjustment of exhaust gas boiler safety valves under steam.

(g) Steering machinery:
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• Steering gear pumps.

(h) Deck machinery:

• Windlass and windlass machinery.

(i) Refrigerated cargo installations:

• Refrigerant compressors.

• Brine pumps.

• Condenser cooling pumps.

• Liquid refrigerant circulating pumps.

(j) Ships for liquefied gases:

• Refrigerant compressors.

• Cargo gas compressors.

• Condenser cooling pumps.

• Circulating pumps (where fitted).

(k) Ships fitted with approved inert gas systems:

• Scrubber units.

• Blowers.

• Independent gas generators.

n Section 2 
Appendix 2

2.1 Inapplicable machinery items

2.1.1 Typical items of machinery which are not to be examined by the Chief Engineer and remain to be dealt with by Lloyd’s
Register Surveyors.

(a) Main propulsion diesel engines:

• Crankcase doors and relief devices.

• Engine trial.

• First start arrangements.

• Scavenge relief devices.

(b) Main steam turbines:

• Complete unit.

(c) Gas turbines:

• Complete unit.

(d) Reduction gearing:

• Reduction/increase gearing, flexible couplings and clutches.

(e) Shafting:

• Tailshafts.

• Sternbushes.

(f) Propellers:

• Complete unit.

(g) Auxiliary machinery:

• Pumping arrangements.

• Sea connections.

(h) Pressure plant:

• Boilers and other pressure vessels.
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• Boiler fuel oil heaters.

• Steam pipes.

• Manoeuvring valves and bulkhead stop valves.

• Starting air pipes.

(i) Electrical equipment:

• Electrical equipment other than auxiliary motors.

(j) Control equipment:

• Main engine controls and controls associated with Class Notations, e.g. UMS, CCS, ICC, IP and DP.

(k) Steering machinery:

• Surveyable items other than the steering gear pump.

(l) Ships fitted with approved inert gas systems:

• Surveyable items other than scrubber units, blowers and independent gas generators.

(m) General items:

• Holding down bolts and chocks.

• Machinery damage, repairs and alterations.

n Section 3 
Appendix 3

3.1 Chief Engineer’s Statement of Examination of Surveyable Machinery Items – 2098

3.1.1 This appendix contains the template to be used by Chief Engineers to record the results of their examination of
machinery items on ships not operating an approved Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme.
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Figure 3.3.1 Chief Engineer’s Statement of Examination of Surveyable Machinery Items
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n Section 4 
Appendix 4

4.1 Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme and Machinery Condition Monitoring Scheme Annual Audit
Checklist – Form 2100 MPMS

4.1.1 This appendix contains the Checklist to be used for the Annual Audit on ships operating an approved Machinery
Planned Maintenance Scheme.
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Figure 3.4.1 Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme and Machinery Condition Monitoring Scheme Annual
Audit Checklist – 2100
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n Section 5 
Appendix 5

5.1 Guidance on approved Machinery Planned Maintenance Schemes and use of the ‘MPMS Crediting’ function
in LR Class Direct

5.1.1 For ships operating an approved Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme, in accordance with Ch 2, 1.1 Introduction of
the ShipRight Procedures for Machinery Planned Maintenance and Condition Monitoring:

• The Chief Engineer may examine applicable machinery items over the five year classification cycle, in accordance with the
applicable requirements of Lloyd’s Register’s Rules and Regulations for the Classification of Ships.

• The opening out of machinery is restricted to the service overhauls generally specified by the Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEM) or, where agreed by the OEM, to overhauls based on documented Operator’s experience.

• The condition of selected machinery items as observed and reported by Chief Engineers will, subject to Annual Audit, be
sufficient to credit the items for survey.

5.1.2 So, when operating an approved Machinery Planned Maintenance Scheme and using the MPMS functionality in LR
Class Direct:

• All machinery items, which may include multiple tasks, must be credited once in each five year period.

• Only tasks for applicable machinery items are visible and available to credit by the Chief Engineer on the ‘Credit MPMS
surveys’ page.

• The OEM scheduled maintenance and examination tasks carried out by the Chief Engineer replace the scope of surveys
previously carried out by the attending Surveyor.

• The ‘next due date’ becomes a reminder for the Chief Engineer and Surveyor to verify that maintenance is up to date and the
applicable machinery item is in good working order.

• On this basis, tasks for applicable machinery items may be credited by the Chief Engineer, on the ‘Credit MPMS surveys’
page, without the need for further opening out.
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• Any applicable machinery item tasks submitted will receive an ‘I’ Interim Credit and will show as ‘Not due’. The attending
Surveyor will then give a ‘C’ Confirmatory Credit subject to their next Annual Audit.

• Any applicable machinery item tasks submitted will retain their ‘Task Submit Date’ as their new ‘Assigned date’, when given a
‘Confirmatory Credit’ by the Surveyor at Annual Audit.

• Any machinery items surveyed or requested for crediting at the time of the Annual Audit will retain that date as their new
‘Assigned date’.

• The next ‘Due date’ for any machinery item is then five years from their ‘Assigned date’.

• NOTE: When ‘Overdue’ or ‘Postponed’ machinery items are credited, their next ‘Due date’ will be five years from their original
‘Due date’, not five years from their credit date.

5.1.3 LR Class Direct NOTES:

• The ‘CONTINUOUS – MACHINERY’ page shows all the machinery and tasks to be credited, including those for the ‘Surveyor
only’ and those for the Chief Engineer.

• The ‘Credit MPMS surveys’ page only shows applicable machinery items and tasks which can be credited by the Chief
Engineer.

• Be aware of machinery tasks and due dates on the ‘CONTINUOUS – MACHINERY’ page which the Chief Engineer cannot
credit; these tasks are to be surveyed and credited by a Surveyor.

(‘CONTINUOUS – MACHINERY’ tasks minus ‘MPMS crediting’ tasks equal ‘Surveyor only’ tasks.)

These ‘Surveyor’ tasks are mostly safety related, pressure vessels, etc. Some of these are suited to being surveyed and
credited at Annual Surveys whilst others are more suited to being dealt with at Special Survey.

• Due consideration should be given to the planning and distribution of machinery tasks throughout the cycle, especially in the
first five year period, by a process of early crediting.

• Due consideration should be given to plan and credit:

(i) Chief Engineer machinery tasks in LR Class Direct or at the Annual Survey, prior to their next due date.

(ii) ‘Surveyor only’ machinery tasks at the Annual Survey or Special Survey, prior to their next due date.

• Use of the ‘Filter’ functionality in ‘CONTINUOUS – MACHINERY’ and ‘MPMS crediting’ can be very useful, when reviewing
and planning for crediting.

• See Ch 3, 1.1 Applicable machinery items for a list of typical machinery items that can be examined by Chief Engineers.

• See Ch 3, 2.1 Inapplicable machinery items for a list of typical machinery items that remain to be dealt with by Lloyd’s
Register Surveyors.

5.1.4 Viewing all ‘CSM – CONTINUOUS – MACHINERY’ items and tasks:

(a) The ‘Survey Planner’ screen opens when initially viewing a ship in LR Class Direct.

(b) Scroll down to find ‘CSM – CONTINUOUS – MACHINERY’.
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(c) Click on the arrow to open the ‘CONTINUOUS – MACHINERY’ page.

(d) Download the ‘CONTINUOUS – MACHINERY’ tasklist with ‘Export PDF’ or ‘Export CSV’.

(e) Click on the ‘+’ to expand the ‘CONTINUOUS – MACHINERY’ tasklist.

(f) Click on ‘Filter tasklist’ to open the filter window.

(g) Check or uncheck boxes or add date ranges in the ‘Filter tasklist’ window to refine your search.
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5.1.5 Viewing MPMS items and tasks:

(a) Click on the ship name to open the main page.

(b) Click on ‘Credit MPMS surveys’ to open the ‘MPMS crediting’ page.

(c) Download the ‘MPMS’ tasklist with ‘Export PDF’ or ‘Export CSV’.

(d) Expand the ‘MPMS’ tasklist with the ‘+’.

(e) Click on ‘Filter MPMS’ to open the filter window.
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(f) Check or uncheck boxes or add date ranges in the ‘Filter MPMS’ window to refine your search.

5.1.6 ‘I’ Interim Crediting of MPMS items/tasks:

(a) Click on ‘Task Submit Date’.

(b) The ‘Date credited’ box opens.
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(c) Either click on the calendar and select the appropriate date.

(d) Or enter a date in the ‘Date credited’ box in ‘dd mm yyyy’ format.

(e) When you have completed the ‘Task Submit Date’ process for all tasks to be credited, click on ‘Submit report’.
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(f) A confirmation message will be displayed on successful submission of the report.

• The ‘Task Submit Date’ becomes the ‘Assigned date’ and the next ‘Due date’ is automatically calculated.

• The task now shows as ‘Not due’.

NOTES:

For further information and guidance, please contact:

• cdlive@lr.org for LR Class Direct.

• sps-class@lr.org for Machinery Planned Maintenance Schemes.
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